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INTRODUCTION

The experiments in this monograph aim at an analysis of iypieal mam
malian behavior lI~der conditions where the dctcrmining stimulus is absent
at the moment of response. . . . Our investigation thus forces us to the con
siderationof the functional pres'ence of a representative factor in the be
havior of animals and children. Not only this, butthe problem of the nature
of this representative factor confronts us.... (Hunter, 1913, by permission.)

THE EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS OF THE EFFECTS Of' FRONTAL ABLATIONS IN

subhuman pdinateshas proceeded to the point where spccific hypotheses,
can bc fruitfully forwarded, tested, and appropriately modified· because of

the rich background of data available. A brief resum6 of the American ef

forts, mainly' those initiated in the Yale and Wisconsin laboratories, wm

introduce the experiments reported at this time; a more comprehensive re

view of these data as they relate to the work of others is in preparation.

Immediate Memory

Jacohscn ( 1936), taking ()If from clinical reports of the effects of
frontal lobe injury. sought a behavioral index o{ "higher mental functions,"
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Hyparraodi"ity

These reservations received support from subsequent work performed
by Jacobsen's collaborators. Malmo (1942), Finan (1942), and Nissen et aL

(1938) found experimentally that aspects other than the trace of memory
were involved by the frontal procedure: action at the time of stimulus presen
tation and distractibility were shown to be important. These results w'ere inter

preted to indicate that the delayed-response task tested for one trial learning
and retroactive inhibition rather than for memory-trace decay.

At this point in the history of the' problem a somewhat different yet
related proposal was forwarded: the impaired delayed-reaction performance
is only secondary to another effect of frorital surgery in the monkey, loco

IIIotor hY/Jetl/('ti"ity (Rkhter & Hines. 19J4;Kennnrd ct aI., 1<)41: Pribrnm
et aI., 1952: Frendl, I c'5lJa ). Hypera~:livity l'an hl' dl'snihl'd as repclitiw
and continuous quadrupedal paCing heginning immediately ufter surgery,
qualitatively: siniilar but with greater intensity and rersisten'ce than the
pacing of caged animals in a zoo.

Richter & Hines (1934) described the hyperactivity as a "persevera
tive tendency" in that movements, once begun, persisted. but they abandoned
the idea for lack of evidence, This idea has recently been revived by French
( 1959c) .. He states that the "sequence of locomotion" competes with other
activities. French noted the lessened frequency and duration of bar-pressing
responses in frontals· and attributed this to the hyperactivity. stating that
"responses inconsistent with continuous locomotion are curtailed." Expressing
this another way, Orbach (1959) has suggested that the motility interferes

He found sudl an index ill Hunter's (1913"-1915) del"yed-reaction task,

a problem originally devised to test whether animals (and infants) had some

simple form of "ideas" th"t eould bridge the temporal gap between a stimulus

situation and a subsequent opportunity for response. In Jacobsen's hands,
this delayed-response task proved to he a selective index of primate frontal

lobe injury-a result whiCh has been repeatedly and extensivcJy confirmed

(Pribram et aI., 1952).
Jacobsen next asked what might underlie the deficient performance of

the delayed-reaction task. He suggested that an impairment of recall, mani

fest ,as a defect in'1I1 "inullediate memory" process, could account for the
deficit. He had some reservations as to this suggestion: He was not sure that
hypothesis of an overly rapid decay of a memory trace would fully account

for, the performance defect in delayed reaction; other factors affecting recall
might well be influenced by the frontal resection.
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with till' <Idoplioll of IIInemonk devices sll(;h as posllllllling and the usc of

spatial cues. Ill: suggests thilt lh~ hyperlllotility is related to the presence of

peripheral vasodilation, since muscular activity warms the ailimal.

Wade (I <,)47) had earlier espoused the proposal that the dclayed

response defkit is hased on locolllotor hyperactivity, and had shown that

barbiturate medication. which reduces hyperactivity. also results in a re

establishment of adequate delayed-reacticln performance in the frontally

lesioned primate. However, the sallie aUlhor (Wade, JlJ52), reported that

lobotomized monkeys showed Itv/}oactivity in contrast to the hyperactivity

of frontal lolll·ctomil.ed lIIonkeys. Yct these lobotomized subjects were, also
impaired in their delayed-response hehavior. In this instunce the author

attributed the defect to "loss of interest," not to hypomotility.

This change in interpretation was necessitated since, in the meanwhile,

a simple explanation in terms of hyperactivity had become untenable. Physical

and pharmacological manipulations other than barbiturate medication were

found to be effective antidotes to the frontal injury-~·despite the fact that

some of these agents did, not alter' locomotor activity. After starvation,

insulin administration, and temporary exposure to cold, frontally lesioned
monkeys performed well the delayed-reaction task (Pribram, )950). The
results were interpreted to indicate that all the effective agents increased
"appetite"; in consequence the monkeys ,"attended"better the baiting (pre

delay) stimulus (a peanut). These results and their interpretation were thus

in accord with th~se of Finan, Malmo, and Nissen, who had taken the

position that frontal lobectomy influenced the monkey's responsivity to the

stimulus aspects of the situation.
Mettler (1944) had come to a similar conclusion when he noted that

a bilaterally frontally, ablated monkey "was inherently over-reactive as well
as over-active." lIvf1(·"/"(·{f/·tivity was dcellled lIIore (;cntral than hYPl:r/llotility,
hyperkinesia, or hyperactivity. for it lkscrihl's a slate or disposition to relict
rather than any partkular activity per se.
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Task Novelty and ~eliability

A specific inquiry into the stimulus conditions under which this dis

positional defect <.ppears was undertaken meanwhile. Monkeys were trained

on variations of the delayed-reaction task (Mishkin &, Pribram, 1956).
Ordinarily, the identical-appearing food cups arc positioned in the right
and left foreground (if the monkey and are baited in view of the animal.

Response is to be made' to the haited cup. The first variation of the task

was to place a single cup in the center foreground. When this cup was baited
within view of the subject, response was to be made after the delay period;
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when a harc hand was held ahove the cup, thc monkey was subseljuently to

withhold response. Interesringly, frontally lcsioncd monkeys performed well
this "go-no go" typc of task. The ljuestion arose whether this improved

performance was to be attributed to Ihe go-no go aspect of the test or to

the concomitant change in rhe stimulus situation which had been madc: the

cue was no longer "peanut-herc" or "pcanut-there" as in the classical situa
tion, but was now "pean lit" versus "bare hand." The results of further
variations in the procedure showed that this change 10 peanut versus bare
hand was crucial, for whcn peanut-hcre and, peanut-there were used as cucs
in a go-no go variation of the task, the frontally injured monkcys failed.
Conversely, when peanut versus bare hand signaled go-here or go-there,

the lobectomized animals performed almost as well as did their controls.
These experiments, taken together with the earlier ones, support the

hypothesis that the subject's response to the stimulus on the occasion of the

predelay portion of the task is crucial to understanding the defect that
follows frontal injury in primates; the notions based solely on memory
trace decay, Le., the classical "immediate memory" hypothesis, were un
tenable.

Is this all-important stimulus aspect of the task modality-specific? The
suggestion had been made that visual performances are especially affected
by frontal, lesions (penny-Brown, 1951). Others had countered that kines
thesis is crucial since the c1asskaldelayed-reaction task is predominantly
spatial. These proposals were disconfirmed by a series of experiments. Place
as a crucialcuc was ruled out by showing that frontally lesioned monkeys
have considerahle difficulty in performing il nonspatial task, object alterna
tion (Prihram & Mishkin, IlJ56; Prihralll, 19(1): In fact, their difliculty in
performing spatial ~lI1d ohject' allcnmrion was c1l/llparahlc. And spatial ul~

tcrnation, a relative of the delayed-n.-actioJl rask, had tll'en found to be as
good an indcx of frontal lobe injury as is dehlyed reaction itself (Jacobsen
& Nissen, 1~37 ).

To rule out vision, one cxperiment was done in which the frontal cye
fields were selectively removed. No severe impairil1cnt of delayed reaction
ensued (Pribram, 1955b). In another experiment, frontally lesioned monkeys
were, given an operant conditioning problem in which two schedules of re
inforcement (fixed interval and fixed ratio) were alternated. The schedule in
force was initially indicated oy a colored light (green for interval and red
for ratio). During the test procedure, thesc lights were turned off so that,
only the cadcnce of' alternation signified the schedules~ Frontally Jesioned
monkeys failed the test procedurc-they had been gliided by the visual cue
during, the initial part of the task ( Pribram, 1961). ..

So it appears that the frontal deficit cannot be attributed to a selective

,' ..
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changl' in eithcr the kinesthclic or the visual mode. Indeed, modality speci-'
licity is unlikely to bc a faetor in dctnmining the defective performance.

Yel thc dc/kit is a specili~ onc. As an alternative to modality speci·
ficity the idea was proposed thai the reinforcing propl'rlies of stimuli. i.e ..
thl' outCO/llC or consequences of hehavior. arc sekl'tiwly afleeted hy frontal
ahlations. Reinforcelllent carl IK' l'\lIlcciwd ill sevcral dilrcrent fashions; for
example. one sl'l of l'xperi/llCnls ll'sll'll wlll'thcr the etkcts of fwntal 'lesions
were similar to ,those of food deprivation or satiation. A dear-cut answer
in the negative was ohtained: the clb~ts of varying food int~lke and the
frontal lesion were easily distinguished.

Another experiment, however. gave a pronllSlI1g lead. Op.erant per
formance during the condition of extinction (as if the apparatus had run'

'. .
out of peanuts) showed a marked persistence of bar pressing on the part
of the frontally injured monkeys when their' performance was compared
with that of control subjects.

This iead was followed irisuhsequent experiments and. in essence,
led to those reported here, An attempt was made to relate quantitatively
the amount of change in behavior after frontal resection to thecomplcxity
of the task. When task complexity' was varied by increasing the number of
alternative choices in the prohleni. no relation between deficit and com
plexity was obtained. ,In fact, whenever a /low'/ cue was presented the
frontally Ic~ioned monh'Ys chose tliisl'ue //lore !JI'O//If/tly than did the eon
In'lb. irrespective lIf the nllllllwr of all"'l1alivl's :IIIIIlUI!. which the choice hnt!
I;, I", lIl:lI.k ,I'rih':III1, 1'1(,1' 'I.llk li"dill!, ,;,,,11,1,"·01 .."IIi'·I, id, ..• ·I\lltiHtl~

Ill"IlI,',d 1'111111 IIII' \ ilk .11111 \\'101'1111,"111 1.1I'''lilllllll·", 'II .. , III .. n:jl",;d !'''dlll!
,If till.: frontally ksill(led I'III1HI,,: ..... 11I ,lilp III Ihe ""senn: ofliglu or vision
(Kl'nliarJ et al.. 1'J41; Dilvis, 1').1 I ) alld lor ,110rl inlervals otherwise. Over
a period 6f several months postoperatively the increased locomotion dimin
ishes to the preoperative level, hut returns when the animal is placed in a
new environment or situation (F'reneh, IlJ5lJa). 'These investigators therefore
wncluded that the /Im'('lty of the stimulus conditions and environmentisa
more important factor in the control of motor activity of frontally Icsioned
monkeys than it is in normal subjects.

On the other hand, when the rcl.iahilityof outcoml' was manipulated
in a discrimination reversal task (hy making changes in the criterion to he
reached before reversal was hegun), frontally lesioned monkeys showed a
progressively greater defect the more /I 11r(,IiC/hI(, the task (Prihram. 19(1).
This defect showed up as a IC/g in revcrsin!! choices when the rcinfon:cnient
was switched 10 the previously llolHeinforl'eJ cue.

Again, these observations were ill (:ollsollance with those obtained in

,.
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other lahoratoril:s. The experimental results obtained by Harlow & Seltlage

( IlJ4H) had shown that operated rhl:sus l1lonkeys "tended to persist in choice

response patterns which. currently inadequate for the solutions of a problem,
had previously served to. yield the food reward." Such persistence of er

roneous response patterns. such {Jl'1"sevnatiol/ of set, was found when position
discrimination and object-discrimination tests werc alternated fWIlI day to
day. The previously acquired position hahit tended to persist on the days

when an ohject-discrimination test was heing given. allli vice versa.
Brush et al. (19h I) and Mishkin ct al. (1962) haw' recently lIlade

much of this concept of perseveratioll and used it to cxplain the frontal
animals' persistent responses to an incorrect, novel cue in an object dis
crimination task. Citing the tendency of all ilionkeys to choose a novel cue,
they suggest that frontal lesions produce abnormal difficulty in suppressing. .
whatever response normally prevails in a given situation.

They take this idea one step further. A "normal" response can be
either learned or innate. In the Harlow & Scttlage experiment (llJ4H), there

. is no difference in the stimulus situation between the position-discrimination
and the object-discrimination test. Thus, the previous learned response is
normal in this situation; perseveration to an object or to 'a position occurs.
In their own experiments, however, the perseveration to the novel cue is
accounted for as due to perseveration of the normal innate response tendency.

In summary, whatever the experimental approach to the frontal defect,
two specific observations repeatedly emerge: (1) an increased tendency to
shift response, especially when novelty is introduced; (2) the frontally
lesioned primate shows an increased perseveration of response in the face
of a change in the proble!,n. These observations appear to be at odds. Brush,
Mishkin, Rosvold. and Prockop resolved the discrepancy to their satis
faction on the basis of whether innate versus learned sets were called for by
the situation. The present experimental alllllyscs were also undertaken in
an attempt tu resolve the issue. In addition. however, resulution aimed at
some understanding of the mechanism made defective by the frontal lesion.

ExpnlMENTAL ANALYSES

'er!le"era~ion of Se~ and Tendency ~o Shin

The Multiple-choice Experiment: Experiment J. Our first endeavor
turned around a reanalysis of the data obtained in the llJultipll;:-choice experi
ment already reported (Pribram, 1960a). There was no question that during
criterion performance in this experiment the frontally lesioned .monkeys

\.
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"
shifted their responses away frolll the reinforced cue, i.e., made more errors

than their wntrols did. Figure 3.1 reviews these results.
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Figure 3.1. Graph of the average of the number of trials to criierion taken in the mul
tiple-object experiment hy each of the groups in each of the situations after search
was completed. i.e., after the first correct response. Note the difference between the
curves for the controls and for the frontally operated group. a difference which is
significant at the 0.05 level by an analysis of variance (F = 8.19 for 2 and 6 df) ac
cording to McNemar's procedure performed on normllli1.cd (hy square 1'001 truns
formation) raw Sl'ores.
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Sewral qlll'stions remained, 11I1\Vl'ver. Onl' of thelll is taken up below
under the section on tendency to shift. Here the evidence is presented in

support of the rerseveration of set observations. The hope is that by so doing,
the conditions in which perseveration is observed can be further specified
and distinguished from those in which the tendency to shift occurs,

A brief review of the experimental situation and procedure used in the
multiple-choice task follows:

Twelve sophisticated subjects were used. Four had been given infero
temporal, four had had anterofrontal ablations some two years before. Only

the results of the frontal lind unoperated control groups' performances are,
to be' presented here.

A modified Wisconsin General Testing ,Apparatlls was used. The mon

keys were divided into an fiperated and an unoperatcd control group. Each

group consisted of fOllr animalS. The operated Ss had undergone bilateral

cortical resections of the frontal intrinsic cortex some I!! months prior to the
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ol1sd of th"c expcrimcnt. In the testing situation tlll'se animals were confronted
initially with two "junk" oojeets placcdovcr two. holes (on a board con
taining 12 holes in all), and a peanut W<lS placed under one of the objects.
An opaque screen was lowered between the monkey and the objects as
soon as the monkey had displaced one. of the objeds from its hole. When
the screen was lowered, separating the IlIl;nkey from the 12-hole hoard, the
objects were moved randomly to two ditTerent holes on the board. The
peanut remained under a particular object until the S had reached a criterion
performance of five consecutive correct responses. After the monkey. reached
criterion performance, a third object was added. Each of the three objects
in turn becomes. the positive cue. Testing then proceeded as· before, and
continued until the animal reached criterion performance with each of the
positive objects. A fourth object was then added and the entire procedure
repeated. As the animal progres!:ed, the number of objects was increased
serially through a total of 12. After the addition of each new object, each
of the remaining objects became positive in a rcgular order. The testing
procedure was the same for all animals' throughout the experiment. The
order of introduction of the objects was balanced so that the order was the
same for only one monkey in each group.

Analysis of the problem posed by this experiment had indicated that
solution is facilitated when a monkey attains two strategies: (a) during
search-moving,. on successive trials, each of the objects until the peanut
is found; (b) after search-selecting on successive trials the object under
which the peanut had been found on the preceding trial. These strategies
should be regularly alternated, clbabab etc., for the most effective problem
solution.

The frontal animals tended to persist in their previous strategy after
new conditions requiring the alternate strategy had been signaled. After
once finding the peanut, the frrintals had ditlkulty in attaining the strategy
of returning on successive trials to the object under which they had found
the peanut. As seen in Figure 3.2, their probability of response to the
positive cue after one rewarded trial was significantly less than that of the
controls. Although their' performance' in comparison with that of the
controls improved after several ·rewarded trials in a row, the frontals' per
formance was' still more variable; they were less likely to return to the
positive cue.

As described above, when a monkey chooses the positiw cue five times
in a row, he attains criterion. The situation then changes so that the ini.tial
strategy is in order-that of moving on successive trials ea~h of the objects
until the peanut is found. This change is signaled by the fact that a respOnse
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PERSEVERATION AFTER COMPLETION OF SEARCH
1.0r----...,..--,--------,.---------,

4
0.4~-----.L------...L,---------J

1 2 3
No, of completed consecutive rewarded responses

Figur. 3.2. Graph of the average probability of response to the correct cue according
to the number of consecutive correct responses already made. The differel1ces between
the frontal and the normal groups are significant at the 0.05 level (according to a
two-tailed Fisher I-test).
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Figur. 3.3. Graph of the average number of perseverative responses to the previously
positive cue. The differences between the frontal and the normal groups are significant
at the 0.05 level (according to a two~tailed Fisher I-test) .
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to the previously rewarded cue is no longer the occasion for a reward. Having

gone tei the positive cue live times in a row, frontal anim,ils had dilliculty

in switching back to the strategy of search. Figure 3.3 shows ,that the

frontal animals continued going back to ihe pre'vious positive cue significantly
longer than the controls do. " '

Yet, in one situation. the frontally Icsioned group of monkeys did
not continue to respond to the previously positive cue longer than their,
controls did. When a llOl'e! eue was presented, 'the frontals actually chose"

it in fewer trials than the controls did, though the differences in performance
did not reach significance (sec Figure 3.4) ..
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o

Normals

\
\

\
\ \ . ......0..,

0- ---<J'\ '
Frantals

12111054 6 7 89
No, ofcues in situation

Figure 3.4. Graph of the average number of repetitive errors made in the muhiple
object experiment during those search trials in each situation when the additional: i.e..
the novel. cue is first added. A repetitive error ,is made by a monkey when he moves
more than once. during a succession of trials, an object other than the one under
which the peanut is placed. '
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The Effects of Lobotomy in Man: Experiment 2. The success of firie
grained analysis of performance in a previously reported discrimination re
versal problem (Pribram, 1961), in showing dilference between the be
havior of frontally Icsioned monkeys and their contr<ils when gross analysis
failed to do so. led LIS to undertake a very simple experiment with loboto
mized patients.' This study suffers from many of the dcfectsthat so often
plague experiments performed on clinical subjects. Nonetheless, the results
were clear-cut and in accord with those obtained in inonkeys despite the
fact that the data were gathered before we made any of the above analyses.
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We wne sonll:what pleasantly surprised, As lohotomized subjects arc be

coming rarc, we thus want to indude our findings here.

The suhjects \vere ten male paticnis, live lohotomized and five unop

crated ward"nwte conlrols; frolll the Veterans Administration Hospital in

Menlo Park, California. All subjects Wl're diagnosed as schizl)phrenic. There

was no cssentialdilTercnce hetween groups as to further diagnosis; most of

the patients were classified as hoth reactive and severe. The lobotomies

were performed bilaterally bdween 1947 and 1954 by the standard Freeman

& Watts technique ( 1944). Three of the five lobotomized subjects (F2, F3,

F5) had suflered from occasional postoperative seizures which were readily

controlled by dilantin or Illcsantoin medication.

The mean age of both groups was 41. The 10 was determined by a'

shortened form of the Wechsler Adult . Intelligence Scale. The mean 10

for the lobotomized group was X7.4, while that of the control group was

90.2. The mean years of education of the lobotomized group was 13.4; that

of the control group was 11.3. The lobotomized patients had been hos

pitalized for a mean total length of 13.2 years with a range from 8 to 20
years. The control patients averaged 8.7 years of hospitalization, with a
range from 2.3 to 17 years. All patients had received electroconvulsive

shock therapy and were matched in this regard as well.

The apparatus was a board ori which was mounted a lever which was

to be pushed to the right or '.eft and then brought back to the central position

to complete a trial. The subject received a poker, chip after each correct

lever deflection; at the end.of five consecutive errorless alternations a light

went on and the subject was rewarded with a dime. The patient was then
advanced to the next problem. No verbal instructions were given, but the

signals indicating correct response (poker chip and lighl-dimecomhinalion)
were given in such a fashion thaI corred pnforllwnl'c l'ould he gauged from
thl' seljucnee of tlll... ir' appe;;ranl'l~. Thl' prllhkllls, in order giVl'II,. were: al ..

ternalion, dO,uhle alternation,' triple .1Itemalion, de., eliding with quintuple

alternation.

Frontally lesioned patients had morc difliculty in solving the series of

problems than the control group did. Three of the control patients, but only

one frontal, achieved the quintuple alternation. The other frontal subjeCts

and one of the controls could not solve the double alternation after 300' trials.

Tn both the single- and double-alternation problems, frontal subjects

made more perseverativeerrors than the controls did, a perseverative error

being defined as continued response toone particular sidc after the absence

of a poker chip has indicated that such behavior is incorrect and will not
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lead to a rcward. The dilh:rcllce betwl'cn frontals and controls was signifi- .

cant at the n.n; level.
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Further analysis of the data showed that the frontal subjects tended
to continue thdr previously rewarded response pattern, even while receiving
information (I.e., no poker chip) that this behavior would not lead to fur

ther rewards. Thus, after frontal subjects received a dime following five er
rorless single alternations, their pattern of single alternation continued into
the double-alternation problem longer than did that of the control subjects.
Within the frontal group these scores were variable, but the difference be
tween frontals and controls in this performance was significant at better than
the 0.02 level.

A Multiple-reward Game:. Experiment 3. As a test of the conditions
under which the tendency to shift is ohserved in frontally lesioned monkeys,
the following cxperirnent was run. Thc eXpl'rillll'nl originakd in thl' oh~

servation that the results obtained with' the frontally Icsioncdgroup in the
multipIC-choice experiment could be understood if one made the simple hy
pothesis that' frontally lesioned monkeys tend, more than their controls, to
shift responses among alternatives. According to this hypothesis, search
would remain essentially unimpaired but performance in a criterion run
would suffer-and these wcr-ethe actually observed results. According to
this view, alternate explanations made in terms ofa changed value of the
reinforcement for the frontally lesioned~ubject would become unnecessary.

The present experimcnt .was designed, therefore, to test whether shift
among alternatives occurs when the reinforcing conditions are considerably
different from those in the earlier study~ The experiment was designed· so
that a subject failed to receive a reward only if he returned on a trial to the

object he had chosen on the immediately preceding trial. Tendency to shift

.'
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on the part of frontally Iesioncd monkeys would rcsult in a lowcr error

score ·than that of wntrols; insensitivity to error or perseveration would

produce a higher number of errors. Object or position preference could also

be quantitativclygauged in this situation.

Twelve na'ive rhesus monkeys were used as subjects. Six monkeys r.e

ceived bilateral anterior frontal resections; the remaining. six served as un

operated controls. Histological confirmation of the ablations is not 'yet avliil

able as the monkeys arc still alive and working in other experiments.
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Fifty trial blocks

Figure 3.5. Graph of the average number of errors in the eight-choice game, where all
objects were rewarded except the one selected on· the previous trial. Six normal Bnd
six frontally lesioned monkeys were tested during the first ISO trials and three normal
and four frontally lesioncd monkeys during the final' 100 trials. The' other subjects
succumbed to a gastrointestinal disturhani:c. Values are for the one-tailed Mann
Whitney U test applied to indiv'idual scores cumulat~d across the indicated blocks of
trials. For this and the following thrce figures, similar graphs were plotied for the
scven animals who completed the entire experiment. The same trends were shown but
with more initial variability.

EachS was given 20 trials per day in a Wisconsin General Testing Ap
paratus. On each trial the monkey was presented with a row of eight "junk"
objects, which covered food wel1s. He was allowed to displace one object

and obtain the contents of its food well, then an opaque screen was inter
posed between S and the row of objects. The same eight objects were used

throughout the experiment. On the first trial of each day, every object cov
ered a raisin. On subsequent trials raisins were placed under all objects ex
cept the one which the animal had chosen on the preceding trial. Between
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trials, each object was moved to a new POSition in a nonsystematic fashion.
All 12 aninials received 150 trialS. Four frontals and thrce normals were
run an additional 100 trials each.

The average percentage of errors by 50 trial blocks is shown in Fig
ure 3.5. Cumulated over the first 150 trials, the normals made significantly
more errors than did the frontals. After Ihis, over the additional 10() trials,

there was no difference in performance between the groups: the normals had
improved to the level of the frontals .

30

Normals -'

O~l-....,----!:2-----;3l;-------;4----~5

Fifty trial blocks

Figure 3.6. fimrh of the average proporlion of times animals chose Ihe same posilioti
ns elll Ihl; previolls trinl in thc ciphl-choke experimcnt. SlIhlcc:ts ,,,,01 slnllstknl IInnlv~ls
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Nor was there a differencebctwecn groups in the number of times they
chose the same position twice in a row. Figure 3.6 shows that neither the
totals for the first 150 trials nor the totals for the additional 100 trials
yielded significant differences.

The degree to which stable preferences developed over 50 trial bl()cks
was measured by calculating for each animal the sum of the squares of the
proportion of times each of the eight objects was sampled. This statistic in
versely measures the average number of objects which the animal sampled
during the 50-trial period. A comparison between groups of the average of
this statistic for the first 150 trials showed that the normals chose signifi
cantly fewer objects than the, frontals did, thereby showing stronl/er prefer
ences. For the animals who ran the additional 100 trials, the result was ap-
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pan:ntly the same eXl:ept that signifil:alKe was only borderline because of

the smaller size of the group. These data arc prl~sented in Figure 3.7.
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Figure 3.7. Graph of the average of object preference scores in the eight-choice game.
Score is lhe inverse of the average number of cues being sampled for an entire (50
trial) block (see lex!), so that a high score indicates a restricted. choice. Subjects and
statistical analysis as in Figure 3.5.

Finally, the error scores were corrected for the efTects of preferences

and position habits so that the tendency to repeat object choices could be
IIH'w\lIn'd rdativrly ilHkpl'lIdl'lIl1y' 01' .ollln radors. '1'111' statis.'" I'Ollll'lIll'd

was lilt" I'lIIl'ortioll of ell'ols 011 fI'als wildt' I'ositloll dlllllgl'd, divitlcd by
the prden:nee score. If thl' aninlal chose randolllly a/llollg the objects dur

ing those 50 trial!;, the statistic would have an expected value of approxi

mately 1. Averaged across the lirst 150 trials the scores were significantly

higher for the normals. indicating a stronger tendency to repeat object
choices. Although the normals averaged' fewer corrected repeats than the

frontals did in the final ]00 trials, because of large overlap, the difference

shown 'in Figure 3.8 was not significant.

In summary: (l) There was no significant difTerence between controls

and frontals in "position habits." (2) Controls show significantly greater

re.\·trictlon of choice among alternative objects; i,e., frontals tend to choose

a greater variety. (3) Controls initially repeat their choices more often (cor~

rected for item 2 above) but learn not to do this as the experiment proceeds.

All these findings support the observations that frontally lesloned
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monkeys shift their responses more readily than their controls in the multi
ple-choice situation.

Sampling and Search: Experiment 4. In view of this result, an addi

tional analysis of the multiple-object experiment (experiment 1) was made
to compare further the. behavior during search of the normal and frontal

monkeys. The question asked was whether the paradoxically better search

L
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performance 'of the frontally lesioned monkeys could be attributed to their
increased tendency to shift.

In the multiple-object experiment, the cues arc introduced in a regular
order; the monkeys have the opportunity to learn which object follows
which. If an animal acquires' correct knowledge of the situation, learning
the order of introduction of the objects, he can sample efficiently: the cor
rect cue can be moved, and the peanut can be found early in the process of
search. On the other hand, the monkey may sample randomly, finding that
the correct cue occurs only by chance.

As is shown by Figure 3.9, the frontally operated monkeys sampled
at about the chance level until the seven-cue situation, At this point, they
improved markedly; the frontals chose the cues which were likely to be posi
tive. In contrast, the control animals deviated from chance sampling sooner

0,5~---~----~----7-----!.
1 2 3 4 5

Fifty trial blocks

Figura 3.0. Graph of the object repeat score in the eight-choice game corrected for the
effects of position habit (Figure 3.6) and of long-term (50-trial) preference (Figure
3.7). Scores greater than 1 indicate a tendency to repeat choice; scores less than
1 indicate alternation. Subjects and statistical analysis as in Figure 3.5.
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111;'11 ,I.-- Irullt"b Jid.. , he hchavior of the cuntruls was [Joorer than l:hanl:e

troll I th.: luur-l:ul.: to the eight-l:ucsituation (significant at the 0.05 level for

the seven-cue situation alone): the controls tended to move cues which had

heen positive lor the last several successions of trials before picking the cor

rect objCd. Alier the eight-clle situation, the control animals improved as
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Figure 3.9. Graph for four normal and four frontally lesioned monkeys of the average
number of diffe'rent objects sampled in the multiple-choice experiment minus the score
expected on the ·basis of random search among objects not yet sampled. The poor per
formance by the normal animals at and around the seven-cue situation indicates' that
the cues they investigated first during search were the cues which had· been rewarded
more recently.
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rapiJly as the frontals did until they were finding the correct object signifi

cantly sooner than chance,

If the monkey Joes not move the correct object (on his first trial) dur
ing search, it is possible for him to then comtnit a search error. A search
error is made when a monkey moves any object more than once during the
succession of trials before he finds the peanut. If the third cue moved by a
monkey in the I2-object situation is correct, the animal will be. sampling
well. But if he has moved each of the two cues sampled several times,' he
will have made a nuriiber of seari:h errors. Correspondingly, an animal can
be sampling poorly; but, if he moves only those cues which have not al

ready been picked up during the current succession of trials, he will make
no search errors. Yet, poor sampling docs tend to result in a large number

of search trials. If an animal's sampling strategy is imperfect but he always
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picks up a cue which h""not previously I been moved, additional trials offer
the animal additional opportunities tucrr,

Moreover, if a high proportion of the cues are employed (poor sam
pling), search errors arc more likely than if few cues are sampled. When
only one cue has been sampled, the chances of the next responses 'being a
search error arc 1ix, where x represents the number of objects in the situ
ation; if seven objects are sampled, the chances of making a scarch error
arc 7ix. It is possible to compute the chance number of search errors inde.,
pendently of the quality of sampling performance. For each trial, the prob-

. '" . the number of cues sampled
ablhty of a search error IS . -..-------------------~------. For each

the number of cues in the situation
succession of trials, the chance number of search errors can be computed
by summing the probabilities ola searcherror on each trial. When the num
ber of errors expected by chance is compared with the obtained number
(Figure 3.10), some similarities with the sampling situation are seen. (The
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Fig"ro 3.'0, Graph for fpur normal 'and four frontally lesioned monkeys in the multi
ple-choicc cxperiment. Thc average number of search ermrs minus errors expected on
the basis of the number of cues already sampled is plotted. Scores indicate that both
groups searched cssentially randomly in the early part of the experiment,. but that the
normal animals started earlier to develop an efficient search strategy,

previously positive cue was eliminated from consideration in this measure
of search errors because of the tendency of the frontal animals to perseverate
to this cue.) As in the sampling analysis, both the frontal and the normal
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oj ," ~'rllllp initially p\:rfllllll n\:;lr ell;ln,\:: il IS lhe l'llntrols who lirst begin to

til-viall: markedly lrolll dlalll'\: s\:arch paformanl'e.

L'tandom and OrdGlrGld Behavior

'\1 •

The results of these experiments tellonl'e more the twic~-tol~ talc.

Under the conditions prilVided and ;inalyzl'd in .experiments I and 2.

fnlntal lesions produced perseveration of the sel of responses that had
proved usl'ful '10 the subject in tile imlllediatdv preceding circumstance.

Under the conditions provided and analyzed ill expl'riml'nt 3 on the other

~. the frontally lesi(}Iled monkeys tended to shirt their responses.
. What features distinguish the conditions ·described in thcse experi

ments? In experiments I and 2 the reward situation is held const~t for the
duration of a problem. then changcd. In experiment, 3. the reward situation

varies from trial to trial within the problem itself. Specifically. in those situ
ations described under the section on perseveration of set. and tcndency to

shift the cue-reinforcement configuration (i.e .. the condition for reward) re
mains consistent during a period suflicient for, the subject to dcvelop an

identifiable (adaptive) response pattern, perseveration occurs when the cue

reinforcement configuration is then changed to another but equally consistent

cue-reinforcement configuration. The situation in experiment 3 is character
ized by a varying cue-reinforcement configuration, and frontally lesioned

monkeys react to this by an increased (compared with controls) variability

in response pattern.

In general. therefore. these results can be summarized by stating that

perseveration occurred with interproblem chang,e and an increased tendency
,.to shift with intraproblem' change (If the £Y,e-reinforcement cQlltiguraJion.

~n important exception Illuslbe· noted. however. This exception arises
when~ver a !lOve/cuc is introduced inti) the situation. Frontally lesioil&t

Ii1onk'cyrrcspond With alacrity 10 novelty. Brllsh~ Mishkin. and Rosvold
had also to deal wilh this unique impact (If novdty, as Harlow and his as~

sociatcs did bcfore them. This exception highlights the dilemma of interpre

tation.
It is also c1car from the results of experiment 4 that the ,frqntally

lesioned monkeys perseverate their random search behavior longer than

the con~rols do; this accounts both for the ':better" and for "poorer" per
formance when compared to controls-and one could then apply this reason~

ing to those results in which the frontal groups are shown, to shift their re

sponses as in the multiple-reward experiment presented in experiment 3. One

could further stretch the' interpretation by declaring that random behavior can"flo. ,
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hrwmc .. prrsrwrative ll'ndency, mueh as Brush. Mishkin, Rosvold, and

able. such c1rarly nonpersewrative brhavior as random response, response to

novelty itself to he considered a manifestation of a set to respond randomly?
Similarities could hr drawn were one to evoke sueh concepts as, for instance,

Hull's process of reactive inhibition.
The ideal interpretation would, of course. he in terms of some neuro

logically testahle hypotheses hased on such l:OnCl'pts. Unfortunately, the
neurological data that are necessary arc wanting. Until these data are avail
able, such clearly n(lnperscverative hehavioras random response, response to
novelty, and the like, can, hy stretching, always he attrihuted to SOllie
process "paradoxically plTscverative," and there can he no direl:t test to

dispute or to confirm the lit of the stretch.

COMMENTS

A temporary expedient in this situation is to describe a "model" of a
process that would behave like the monkeys described above-a mechanism
that allows a specific process to be selectively disrupted so as to simulate
the performance and performance failures of the frontally lesioned primate
(Pribram, 1960b).

Fortunately, this approach through simulation is fruitful today. Because
simulation can be. made precise with the usc of computers, erroneous or

vague models can be readily rejected. The experimentalist is. therefore given
a limited number of models, i.e., hypotheses about mechanism, that· are
found to fit the data. These he can then test against the real nervous sysll'm.
By the use of this intervening step of model hullding; the neurolol:!icul
sdentist <:an tcst lIotions ahout nl'urul illl'dlllllis/ll il\sklld uf lIolions dirl'ctly
derived frolll hehavioral ohservation sud) as "persevcration of set," "tend

ency to shift," or evcn"immediate memory."
A model worth serious. consideration derives from the work of Newell

et al. (1958). These investigators have simulated the human cognitive, i.e.,
problem-solving, process by devising a hierarchically organized computer
program composed of lists of items, each item capable of referring to another
list. The structure of such programs can be variouslyrepresentcd ~s an
English teacher's outline, a mathematician's branching set theoretical tree,
or a systems engineer's flow diagram. Once 'such a computer program

has been engaged it runs its problem-solving course relentlessly. Erroneous
or nonsense solutions indicate errors in programs, errors that must be pains
takingly sought out and corrected,
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One (If the most recclJt of these continually evolving problem-solving
programs is EPAM II (Feigfnbaum. I 95<J, 1961; Feigenbaum & Simon,
1961a, 1961 b, 1961 c; Newelf, 1961), In this program, as in most others,

a recurrent difficulty had to be met. Once the stored lists that compose a
complex program reach a certain number, access to the list structure needs
itself to be programmed to Hget the show on the road," as it were. Three
types of such instruction programs have to date been found useful.

Th.e first type (type I) of instruction is contained in the prohlem itself;
for instance, in .its simplest form it will be an instruction that reads "find
item X." This instruction both sets the I'rohlem and indicates that the com
puter's stored list structure is to bc systematically searched until an item
that matches X is found.

The second type (type II) of instruction program is closely related to
the first,but is more complicated. This instruction reads that the first step
in problem solving is to run the problem program through the computer's

permanently stored list structure and to report the items on the problem
list that match the items in the stored program. The residue, .the items that
fail to match, are also reported as such and stored in new locations in the
permanently stored list structure.

The third, and for our purposes the most interesting, type of instruc
tion program (type III) has an Hiffy" nature. This type is a somewhat com
plex and hierarchically organized list structure independent of both the prob
lem programs arid the computer's stored list structures. The lists that com
prise this program contain items such as "( 1 ) take .the problem program and
search part A of the stored list structure for its match, (2) if no mutch is
found, search part B; (3) and so on until a match is obtained." However,
this routine is not lixed. Another set of items states: "Shuffle the order in
which these items of instruction are to he tried in such a way that the in
struction that has proved repeatedly successful is tried first, i.e., is placed
first on the list" This is accomplished by temporarily storing the informa
tion about the outcome of prior searches (through A or B or. . .). This
temporary storage must take place not in the computer's permanent memory
where it would do little good, but in the instruction program itself. Needless
to say, there is a limit to the complexity which such a flexible set of tem
porary instructions can attain if they are to remain an efficient tool for
problem solving.

These temporary instruction programs are called noticing orders; those
that shift the order of the itenlS on their lists on the basis of the outcomes
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of searches through their mcmories arc known as t1cxible notlcmg orders.
Noticing orders and thc current' prohlem program arc kept separate from'
the computer's main storage facility in a "working" or temporary memory
that is at all times immediately accessible to the programmer and computer.

To pursue the analogy:' the primate brain must solve th~ same tasks
that the computer has heen programmed to solvc. Since thc computer proc
esses were composed in order to simulate "primatc" problem-solving proc
esses, the prpcesses are likely to be similar if not yet identical. However.
this does not mean that the brain rnechanism 'need mirror thccomputer
mechanism that is setup to accomplish a particular process.

lMoRiclniJ Order in a Wor!dng AAem!!}!
t

Noticing order is a process used by EPAM II and other problem'
solving programs based on iist structures. If notidng order is a process used
by the primate brain when the subject is solving problems. several statements
can be made about noticing order and the performance of frontally lesioned
monkeys;

First, ,on problems where noticing order is unimportant, or' where it
is determined by the situation, frontally lesionedmonkeys have no difficulty.
This is especially apparent when the situation is novel; it is also shown by
their unimpaired, performance in the multiple-reward situation reported in
experiment' 3.

Second, on problems where noticing order is determined by running
the problem through the subject's fixed store of representations of past ex
periences, the frontally lesioned monkeys also have no difficulty. Discrim
ination performances and discrimination learning have repeatedly been shown
unaffected by front~l' lesions. Matching from sample ~emains unimpaired.
And, in the multiple-choice problem analysis presented in experiment 4,
sampling arid search, though different from controls because of irrelevant
interproblem changes, are also essentially unimpaired.

When, however, problem solution demands a noticing order that is
not' contained in the problem itself nor in the permanently fixed store of
representationli of past experience of the subject, frontally lesioned primates

,have difficulty. Such problems have in common the factor of change, not
in the stimuli per se, but in the way in which the already-experienced stimuli
(e.g., cues ,and reinforceme~ts) are compounded to form the new problem""-,,
The organism must react to these changes much as docs thc computer pro
gram: 'it must resfiUffie the order in which the stimuli are processed. When
change is, occasional,' i.e., wfien tlie change oC~urs between problems, the
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frontal ddect is minimal and shows up as persevcration of set sin<.:e notking

ordl'r within ca<.:h probkm proceeds, once the frontally lesioned suhject
catches on that a change has takcn place, according to the type I or type 1r
process of noticing order. When, however, the change occurs within a prob

lem; i.e., when the appropriate behavior sequence depends solely on the

outcome of the immediately preceding application of the noticing order,
the frontal defect shows 'up full-blown. As a rule, the monkey returns to
random hehavior since his apparatus" for, shifting noticing order is broken
down with the result that the variouo.; hehaviors tried all result in the same
number of reinforcemc'nts. But pcrscvefHtion may also be shown; when
frontally Icsioncd monkcys arc tested in the delayed-response or delayed
alternation situation; they frequcntlY-l11llre frequently than their controls
-develop a position hahit, since this behavior mode obtains as many re
inforcements as random behavior docs. The results of the experiment de
tailed in experiment 3 shpw that frontally Icsioned monkeys arc no more
prone to position habits than unopcratcd monkeys are. Our view is that
frontallylesione~ monkeys, just as unoperated monkeys, take position
habits whenever they cannot cope with a task, i.e., whenever the number of
reinforcements they gain remains constant irrespective of their responses.
Since frontal lesions impair delayed response and alternation learning, the'
operated subjects tend to take position habits-but no more so than their
controls would if they could' not cope with the problem. Support for this
view comes from the observation that inferotemporallylesioned monkeys,
when they have difficulty with visual ,discrimination problems, also slip easily
into position stereotypes. At present, however, there is as yet' no quantitative
comparison of, the relative proneness to stereotypy by frontally and inferotem
porally lesioned monkeys in an insoluble problem.

Tn a sense, this explanation of the frontal defect in terms of impairment
of a flexible noticing order is in partial agreement with the explanation made
by Brush et al. (1961). They hypothesize, that regression to a more primi
tiveinnate performance set, occurs whenever the frontally lesionedprimate
cannotehange this innate response tendency through learning. When, how
ever, a task has already been learned, this performance is perseverated. As
already noted, we could say the same, even for our tendency to shift results,
were we to interpret the data in the multiple-reward experiments as pcr
severation of some initial "set to explore" or set to behave randomly, which
is overcome by the controls as a result of reinforcing contingencies which
do not effect the frontally lesioned group. As WilSon points out, however
( 1962), the notion of pcrseveration of set so conceived can be stretched
over any data since all that need be done is to specify after the fact which
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response tendencies arc resistant to change, We here ljuestioncd whetha the

stretching does not go too rar when it is made to cover random responses
and 'response to novelty. Ohviously. some responses'are not resistant to in~

terference by frontal lesions, c.g., alternation and delayed reaction. The ex
plantation in terms of impairment of a flexible noticing order is considerably'

more predictive, yet captures the spirit of the intent of the ,perseverationof

set hypothesis,
The suggestion is, therefore~ 'that the' frontally lesioned primate is de

fective in problem solving whenever a process that corresponds to a flexible,
noticing o'rder is (Jema"ded. From the analysis made above, it follows 'that
a disruption of the mechanism that allows stimuli to be temporarily com
pounded would impair this process. It follows also that this temporary flex
ible stimulus-compounding mechanism is separable from the process that al
lows more permanent storage of representations of experiences, (e.g., in a
discrimination tree) .

In another sense, this line of reasoning leads to a return to Jacobsen's
initial idea of an "immediate memory" mechanism. The detour through the
flexible noticing order spells out the emphasis that must be placed, because
of repeated experimental findings, on the processing by a working' memory
of the stimulus aspects of the situation.
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S~imulul Compounding and Dominan~Foci

In addition, neurologically, the search is shifted. Earli~r notions of
the irnmediatememoryprocess led to hypotheses about memory trace
formation and decay, and to experiments aimed at uncovering reverberatory
circuits in the brum. The concept of a flexible noticing order process within
~working memory leads insteaCf to tracking down !fie mecfianism oj te~

1porary, flexible stimulus compounding. perhaps .Q1rough the formation of
readily sKifted dominant neural foci' (see review' by E. R.' John, 1961).

P
' ~,' Such dominant foci can be manipu'iated in a classical Pavlovian, situation,

'" "..;P ; for instance, by training a dog to raise his right hind leg to a signal. When
,\V"" ~. • the response had been well estahlished. the dog's right motor cortex. was

, exposed and a patty of strychnine sulfate-soaked filter paper was placed over
the area that controls the left foreleg. While the strychnine was effective, the
dog was placed in a conditioning situation. Now he raised his left foreleg

instead of his right hind leg whenever the signal was given.
The production and shift of dominant foci have recently heen re

peatedly studied (Morrell, 1961; Rusinov. 11.)56; Ukhtolllski, 11)27). Could

frontal'lesions be shown to aIter the time course of the establishment or of
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the ~hift of :-'11.-11 dominant fod! If for no othl'l reason than that rhl' direl:
;ion of ~ill1entation hilS bel'n altered. the experiments and' ;inalyses
reported here Illay thus be shown by future events to have hcen worthwhile.

DISCUSSION

DR. HARLOW: I understand that 6n these problems you lind difTereilces
between the frontal and normal animals, On search problems, pcrseveration

may lead to high scores or low scores. You can't call strategy good or bad
because it is perscverative or not perseverative. But this is a really beautiful
technique, Karl, though it should be studied with older animals.

The reason I asked you about the age of your animals is that there is
every reason ,to, helieve that an animal of this age makes the same kind of
errors on the Hamilton search problems that arc made by adults with
bilateral frontal lesions. .

We must specify the age of our animals; probably a lotof the confusion
in the literature results from our not having this information. Actually, the
older animal on the Hamilton perseveration test is consistent in his strategy.
The young animal flits.

DR., PRIDRAM: I agree. However, there were differences in that study
even between these J8-month-old animals, depending on whether they were
normal or frontally lesioned. It was the normal animals who showed some
ten'dency to pick up the same object more often, and ,they didn't shift as
much. So, the results at least are there. They might have been much greater

if we had .used adult animals, of course. And other animals were tested
, ' . '

on Hamilton's multiple-choice test about 2 y:! years after surgery, and surgery
was performed about the 6 Ib level. which, as you say, is probably a year
or a year and a half.

DR. MEYER: The 'results of our research regarding search patterns in
multiple-choice performance raise a question which is very important to any
statement that you make about flexibility. It is a question of flexibjlity of
what?' Flexibility of response? Sets'!

Paul Settlage and I (Meyer & Settlage, 1958) did the following experi
ment, much simpler than yours. There are four identical boxes. You put a
peanut randomly in one of the four. Then you ask the monkeys simply to
search through the boxes. Now, flexibility in that situation is the lack of
predictability of any particular box opening, knowing that the monkey has

opened one box, two boxes, three boxes, and so forth. On this test you have
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most rigid animals, going one. two, three, four in the search patterns until
they hit the peanut, and these arc the normal monkeys.

The frontal animals, go through the same routine, except they go one,
four, three, two, and next time, one, three, two, four. They make exactly
the same number of errors, they are just as good as the normal monkeys,
but more flexillie. You might say they arc artists .

Now, is it flcxihility that they losc'!
Ult. I'RIURAM: No, I wouldn't ~1111 tllat l1exihility. Thut is where the

unalysis with' respel't to the nunordered patterns is important. In other words,
they can perform but if you look for some order in their behavior there is
none. By flexibility, I meant ordered flexibility. In other words, ail instruc
tion that they can follow which says "order your responses but differently
each time."

DR. MEYER: If their behavior is not ordered, why are they as successful
as n()rmal animals?

DR. PRIBRAM: Probably on' a statistical basis, I imagine. That is what
we found in our four~choice situations also.

DR, MEYER: No, orderly behavior, it seems to me in this situation, is
avoid' the wrong alternative once the wrong alternative is discover.ed. They
do that.

DR. HARLOW: You got differences ,between your normal and frontal
groups .in terms of search, not in terms of error. I didn't really trust this until
we ran Hamilton perseveration as a maturation test. We had a 50-month-old
group, a 30-month-old group, and a 12-month-old group. The 12-month
group' made more errors and showed more variation than the 30- and 50
month groups, whiCh were very similar in total errors. In sequence changes,
however, ,the 50-month group was far less variable than the two younger
'groups; which were closely similar in this respect. Because the Hamilton
test looks so simple, you do' not expect it to be so sensitive to maturational
status.

DR. MEYER: The concept of order is still not resolved, it seems to me.
The only disorderly behavior you can have. in terms of success in a random
search problem is that of making errors. 'If the animals are inherently dis
ordered, they will repeaUheir past choices. That is one thing a frontal monkey
docs not do. They do riot repeat their alternatives any more commonly than
a normal does. A frontal monkey has to be very accurate to do this, because
a normal monkey will settle down and start at one end and go through the
list. Unless somebody coughs or slams a door, he never makes a mistake.
If a frontal monkey is going to do well, without making the one, two, three,
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four search pattern. he must have allllust perfcct retcntion of the alterna
tivcs he has usnl on this partil:ular trial.

1)1(. I'IUIlRAM: That is what I ihought, at first. In our Hamiltun situation,
however, whcn we an,!lyzed samplin'g and search patterns, we found that

actually this kind of "randomization" can be obtained by doing just any old,

thing lip to a point. Now, the frontally lesic)(led animal didn't maintain this,

mind you, both in the sampling and search they learned; but they learned a
little more slowly than did the controls. In other words, they came away

from the chance pattern somewhat hehind the controls. It wasn't very much,
hut certainly you can't say just because they avoid making errors in the
search situation, which is what I had said previously too, that they are now
using SOIllC kind of an' order to control their hehavior. There were ways
of analyzing that data which cast some doubt on that notion.

DR. MEYER: 13utnot orderly in terms of whether or not you can predict
what they arc going to do next, except that they will not repeat.

DR. GROSS: We did an analysis which I think is relevant to the discussion.
We analyzed learning of the delayed-alternation test by frontals and normals
by Frick-Miller method, but we did it in 100-trial blocks. We had analysis

throughout the course of learning. In the beginning, the first 100 trials, say,
we found frontals' behavior was less stereotyped than normal, and essentially
you might say this was simHar to your search situation, for the first 100
trials.. But then as training went on, the frontals on this measure became
more stereotyped in their behavior. They repeated the same response patterns
more than the normals did. However, their· performance in terms of percent
age correct was poorer than that oithe normals. So that they have stereotyped
response patterns, but in this situation it was maladaptive. But then as train
ing went on, and particularly after 1,000 trials, the frontal animals were
still doing extremely poorly. At this point the response stereotypy was similar
to that of the normals. So that if one selects IOO~trial blocks in which the
normals are doing as well as the· frontals, if you take early blocks for the
normals and very late blocks for the frontals, there is no difference on the

Frick-Miller thing between the response pattern of the animals. This latter
result might suggest that' stereotypy of response would hardly be the sole
principle reason why frontal animals fail in the alternation test.

DR. TEUBER: Since I have so often said publicly that delayed-response
tests, 'or delayed-alternation tests, of the ordinary kind are not especially
sensitive to frontal lobe damage in man, I want to take this back publicly
on this occasion. Dr. Stephan Chorover in our laboratory has shown in an
unpublished study with Malcolm Cole and George Ettlinger (unpublished
observations, 1961) that severe and acute frontal damage can disrupt delayed
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alternation, This work was hegun at the Institute of Neurology (University

of London, Queen Square). and has been continued in New York and now
in Boston. The results :lre preliminary and tentative. but here are some ex
amples: Of seven patients with severe frontal involvement (mostly by tumor).
six failed a simple nonverbal delayed-alternation test. These results certainly
fit those reported just now by Dr. KariPribram and. on othcr occasions,
by Drs. Rosvold and Mishkin.

. On the other hand, when we consider our cases of cerebral gunshot
wounds, delayed-alternation defects of the kind observed by Chorover and his
associates are rare, and not obligatory. Besides, in Chorover's own data
there is a striking ovcriap, Although he found six failures on delayed alterna~

tion among seven cases .of frontal lesion, he also found five such failures
among eight nonfrontal lesions, i.e., cases of. parietotemporal involvement.
Thus, while a duly "monkified" (i.e., nonverbal) test of the delayed-alterna
tion type may yield positive results after. frontal lesions in man, the discrimi
nating power of the test is none too great.

A further point: There are many indications from cases of gunshot
wound of the frontal lobes that deficits in delayed alternation can be con
spicuous in the acute phases after the injury, but are rapidly overcome. In
this respect, one can probably say that these tasks are. most persistently
disrupted in the monkey, less in the chimpanzee, and least in man.
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